Federated learning(FL) enables massive distributed Information and Communication Technology (ICT) devices to learn a global consensus model without any participants revealing their own data to the central server. However, the practicality, communication expense and non-independent and identical distribution (Non-IID) data challenges in FL still need to be concerned. In this work, we propose the Semi-Federated Learning (Semi-FL) which differs from the FL in two aspects, local clients clustering and in-cluster training. A sequential training manner is designed for our in-cluster training in this paper which enables the neighboring clients to share their learning models. The proposed Semi-FL can be easily applied to future mobile communication networks and require less uplink transmission bandwidth. Numerical experiments validate the feasibility, learning performance and the robustness to Non-IID data of the proposed Semi-FL. The Semi-FL extends the existing potentials of FL.
I. INTRODUCTION
Increasingly, massive ICT devices are now generating tremendous amount of data themselves or collecting data from the associated humans. In order to excavate the valuable information contained in such big data, machine learning [1, 2] and data mining [3] techniques are utilized to improve the users' experience. For instance, machine learning technology powers web searching, content filtering, recommendation system, and data mining enhances user profiling, behavior recognition and other topics. Because the demand of high accuracy model, a class of techniques called deep learning [4] are now widely used. Deep learning enables computational models composed of multiple processing layers to learn from data with complex features. One important role in deep learning is convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [5] , which is numerously applied to the detection, segmentation and recognition of objects and regions in images [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The other is recurrent neural networks (RNNs), which is good at time dependent sequence processing [12] .
Nonetheless, all techniques represented above mostly process the data in a centralized learning (CL) manner, which may cause privacy issues and transmission bandwidth challenge when collecting data into the server. Federated learning [13] is thus proposed to protect the privacy while still enables the machine learning task. The principle of FL is to aggregate only the distributed trained models' updates while keeping the data set on each local client instead of revealing them to a central server. The existing works in FL focus on three major topics, as described below.
The first is communication efficiency. To reduce the communication overhead, the FederatedAveraging (FedAvg) [13] combines local stochastic gradient descent (SGD) on each client with a server performing iterative model averaging, which reduces communication rounds by increasing clients' computation. Besides, two updating ways, structured and sketched updates, are proposed to reduce the up-link communication cost [14] , which stem from the perspective of matrix low-rank decomposition and compression, respectively. Nonetheless, when it comes to massive IoT or user-intensive scenes [15] in 5G or future networks, the expense of communications in FL will still be big issue.
The second is privacy protection. Abadi et al. [16] develop new algorithmic techniques for FL and give a refined analysis of privacy costs within the framework of differential privacy (DP) [17] . Based on this, McMahan et al. concentrate on user-level DP guarantees and train a large recurrent language models with only a negligible cost in accuracy [18] . Besides, Geyer et al. consider that the protocol of FL is vulnerable to differential attacks during federated optimization [19] . However, all participants uploading their models in each training iteration still increases the possibility that the central server may deduce or estimate the key statistical information of data from the received local models. [20] shows that the collaborative deep learning is susceptible to an adversary with a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). In [21] , Wang et al. proposed a framework incorporating GAN with a multitask discriminator (mGAN-AI) which enables the generator to recover user specified private data.
The third is Non-IID data processing. A significant accuracy reduction caused by non-independent and identical distribution(Non-IID) data is reported in [22] . To tackle the Non-IID problem, Smith et al. proposed a multi-task learning (MTL) framework and developed MOCHA to address system challenges in MTL [23] . Besides, a data-sharing strategy was proposed in [22] , where a globally subset of data is created beforehand and shared for all clients. However, the MTL differs significantly from the previous FL and it is difficult generating a globally shared data set.
Motivated from the above three issues, we proposed the Semi-Federated Learning (Semi-FL) in this paper. The basic idea of Semi-FL is that, local clients are divided into multiple clusters and clients in the same cluster are allowed to com-municate with each other benefiting from ad-hoc networking [24] enabled by D2D [25] and M2M [26] technologies. In Semi-FL, the raw training data is also locally kept by each client, and only the models instead of the users' raw data are allowed to exchange among the local clients directly. So the user's privacy is as well protected as the FL does. While for the clients' clustering, they can be clustered into different groups according to their belonging small cells, APs (access point) or their relative transmission ranges to exchange information necessarily. In such architecture, one cluster generates only one output model uploading to the central server, thus the Semi-FL is efficient for up-link communication. Besides, by designing appropriate clustering methods and in-cluster training manner, the Semi-FL can also be robust to Non-IID data.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• The Semi-FL architecture is proposed which extends the existing researches about FL. The functions of the three components in the proposed Semi-FL, namely central server, cluster head and local clients, are presented. The learning process of Semi-FL is designed including the central server aggregation and in-cluster training.
• The sequential training method inspired by transfer learning [27] is designed for in-cluster training, which enables the clients in the same cluster communicate with each other thus to exchange the training results.
• Numeric experiments are conducted on the MNIST data set verifying the performance of Semi-FL. The test accuracy of Semi-FL outperforms that of FL and demonstrates its feasibility on Non-IID data distribution. The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we demonstrate the Semi-Federated Learning architecture and designed a sequentially manner for in-cluster training. Then, in Section III, experiments are designed and conducted on the MNIST for performance evaluation of Semi-FL. Furthermore, there are some in-depth discussions about our works in Section IV. Ultimately, the conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. SEMI-FEDERATED LEARNING ARCHITECTURE
In this section, the architecture of Semi-FL is proposed, which can be easily applied to future heterogenous networks [28] . Then, the sequential training manner for in-cluster training is designed. Moreover, the whole learning process of Semi-FL is given in Algorithm 1.
A. Learning Architecture
The overall learning architecture of Semi-FL is presented in Fig. 1 . There are two major differences between Semi-FL and FL: (1) Local clients are grouped into different clusters and only one client's model in each cluster is uploaded to the central server for updating the learning models; (2) The local clients belonging to a same cluster can communicate with each other but what they share are only their learning models. While the central server also takes responsibility for model aggregation.
There are three basic processes in Semi-FL: Fig. 1 . The Semi-FL architecture.(w k n denotes the model on k-th client in cluster n. wn denotes the output model of cluster n) 1) Local clients clustering. By different clustering rules, such as the associated cells, possible transmission ranges and etc., participants with a variety of training data are divided into clusters. Note that static clustering (i.e., the clustering will keep fixed until the learning ends) and dynamic clustering (i.e., the clustering may change during training rounds) are both possible. In this paper, only static clustering is considered. 2) In-cluster training. At each round, each cluster generates a learning result to the head of that cluster being uploaded to the central server for model aggregation.
The clients in each cluster collaboratively train a model which contains the information from all the clients in this cluster by the local model sharing. Many existing training methods can be utilized for in-cluster training in sequential or parallel manner. In this paper, the sequential training manner is adopted, which is introduced in section II-B. 3) Central server aggregation. After in-cluster training, the central server receives the models' updates from all clusters and performs the model aggregation using the same averaging methods in FL.
B. In-cluster Training
In-cluster training can be performed in sequential or parallel manner when the model sharing condition is concerned. Parallel training is efficient but more complicated, so in this paper the sequential manner is considered. In our work, we design a sequential training method to perform the in-cluster training, which enables each client to train its own model by taking its neighbor's trained model as its own initial model.
As is shown in Fig. 2 , with w t denoting the global model after t-th aggregation and x k n denoting the data on client k in cluster n, we have the head of n-th cluster where w k n satisfies
here η and ℓ denote learning rate and loss function, respectively. executes In-cluster Training; 3: receive N heads of clusters: w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w N ; 4: model aggregation: w t+1 = N n=1 wn N 5:
send model w t+1 to clients; 6: end for In-cluster Training:
1: for each cluster n = 1, 2, · · · , N , parallel do 2:
for each client 1, 2, 3, · · · , k in cluster n do 3: if k = 1 then 4:
end for 9: end for 10: w n = w k n ; 11: each head of cluster w n is sent to server; 12: return;
III. EXPERIMENTS & PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the dataset and artificial neural network(ANN) used in the experiment are firstly introduced. Then, the performance of Semi-FL compared with CL and FL is presented.
Parameters in our experiments are shown in TABLE I. In this work, the IID and Non-IID data separations where each client is randomly assigned 600 training examples are designed for performance evaluation. For IID setting, each client is randomly assigned with a uniform distribution over 10 classes. For Non-IID setting, the training examples are sorted by labels first and then divided into shards where each client contains only one single class images. Totally four clustering patterns are considered in our experiment, as is shown in TA-BLE II. Specifically, each cluster consists 10 clients indicated in parentheses. The digits inside the parentheses represent labels of training data and 'repeat' is only for labels, with the training data between clients remaining different.
The machine learning models suitable for the proposed Semi-FL may have multiple options. In this work, a CNN is adopted which contains two 5 × 5 convolutional layers and two fully connected layers with ReLu activation.
B. Accuracy of Semi-FL
The test accuracy comparison of the proposed Semi-FL with CL and FL is presented in Fig. 3 , where both IID and Non-IID data distributions on local clients are demonstrated.
Firstly, Fig. 3(a) shows the test accuracy of Semi-FL on Non-IID data compared with CL and FL. It is natural that CL behaves best since the central server obtains all the training data. But interestingly, Semi-FL has the similar test accuracy with the CL. Specifically, Semi-FL achieves the same 98% test accuracy as CL. However, FL(10%) and FL(100%) achieve 80% and 88% accuracies, respectively. In FL(100%), all clients participate in FL training, while in FL(10%), only 10% clients participate in FL training at each round so that more training data brings higher accuracy gain.
Secondly, Fig. 3(b) shows experimental results on IID data. Results similar to Fig. 3 (a) occurred, with Semi-FL ultimately achieving an accuracy of 98% as the same as CL. Besides, due to the IID property, FL(100%) and FL(10%) both show relative high accuracies of 94% and 93% after 200 rounds.
Furthermore, when comparing Non-IID with IID settings, the FL on Non-IID shows accuracy descents. Specifically, there are 15% and 7% accuracy declines for FL(10%) and FL(100%), respectively. Such accuracy reduction is consistent c1: (0, 0, · · · , 0) · · · 10 repeats (1, 1, · · · , 1) · · · 10 repeats · · · (9, 9, · · · , 9) · · · 10 repeats c2: (0, · · · , 0) · · · 5 repeats , (1, · · · , 1) · · · 5 repeats (1, · · · , 1) · · · 5 repeats , (2, · · · , 2) · · · 5 repeats · · · (9, · · · , 9) · · · 5 repeats , (0, · · · , 0) · · · 5 repeats c3: (0, · · · , 0) · · · (9, · · · , 9) 10 clients (0, · · · , 0) · · · (9, · · · , 9) 10 clients · · · (0, · · · , 0) · · · (9, · · · , 9) 10 clients c4: (0, 1, · · · , 9) · · · 10 repeats (0, 1, · · · , 9) · · · 10 repeats · · · (0, 1, · · · , 9) · · · with the result shown by Zhao et al. in [22] . The essence of Non-IID data distribution takes responsibility for these accuracy declines.
In a word, the experimental results in this section indicate the Semi-FL's feasibility on both IID and Non-IID data. Fig. 4 . Robustness for Non-IID data. Each client is assigned one single label. Semi-FL(c1) and Semi-FL(c2), respectively, means each cluster with only 1 kind label and 2 kinds of labels covered, while Semi-FL(c3) means each cluster contains 10 clients with 10 kinds of labels covered as described in TABLE II. Fig. 4 presents the test accuracy of models trained by Semi-FL with three different clustering patterns described in TABLE II, and compares them with the FL trained models.
C. Robustness for Non-IID Data
Firstly, all the Semi-FLs achieve higher accuracies than FL(100%) after 200 rounds. Specifically, the Semi-FL(c1), Semi-FL(c2) and Semi-FL(c3) finally reach accuracies of 89%, 94% and 98%, respectively, while the FL(100%) shows an accuracy of 88%. This result supports that Semi-FL outperforms FL on Non-IID data.
Secondly, different clustering methods lead different accuracies. The Semi-FL(c3) possesses the highest accuracy, followed by Semi-FL(c2), and finally Semi-FL(c1). This is mainly due to the different training data diversity between clusters caused by our designed clustering patterns. Specifically, in Semi-FL(c3), each cluster is covered with 10 kinds of labels, while in Semi-FL(c1) and Semi-FL(c2), each cluster is covered with data for one kind and two kinds of labels, respectively. This result illustrates that, more data categories included in one same cluster brings more significant gain on Non-IID setting.
To sum up, our proposed Semi-FL holds great potential to improve the models' accuracy on Non-IID data, especially when an appropriate clustering pattern is adopted. So, it is regarded that the Semi-FL is robust to Non-IID data distribution.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
In this section, several in-depth concerns about the Semi-FL are discussed.
Firstly, the Semi-FL would be equivalent to FL in certain conditions. For example, if there is only one client in each cluster, then the Semi-FL is exactly the same as FL. Besides, suppose the training data between n clients in the same cluster are exactly identical, then the Semi-FL with sequential training can be regarded as FedAvg with total N participants and n local epochs [13] .
Secondly, different in-cluster training manners need further investigation. The tradeoff between communication cost and model accuracy will be meaningful for minimizing the communication overhead. In addition, different in-cluster training would lead to different model accuracy especially on Non-IID data. Nonetheless, more diverse training data within a cluster should achieve higher accuracy on Non-IID data.
A. Advantages and Disadvantages
Semi-FL surely holds certain advantages. Firstly, because the Semi-FL architecture coincides with micro-cell or picocell [28] , it can be easily applied to mobile communications. Secondly, each cluster delivering only one model to central server means an up-link communication saving compared to FL where all clients' models need for uploading. Thirdly, the privacy is well protected because the users' sensitive information only exchanges within the cluster instead of revealing them to the central server. Besides, our Semi-FL is of great flexibility to be implemented into different scenarios, such as massive IoT or user-intensive scenes, etc.
However, there are also several drawbacks. Firstly, a favorable communication condition is necessary inside the cluster for effective in-cluster training guarantee. Secondly, if the local inter-client communication was as expensive as the clientserver one, there should be no more savings on the overall communication overhead. Besides, trust among users within the same cluster is also expected for privacy protection in Semi-FL. Furthermore, it would ask for extra cost of waiting time generating a head of each cluster because it needs more in-cluster computation comparing with FL.
B. Divergence From CL
To better depict the discrepancy between different parameterized NNs of the same structure, two mathematical metrics are adopted herein. 1) Averaged Cosine Similarity (ACS). Let W 1 and W 2 denote the tensors with the same shape (dim 1 ,dim 2 ,dim 3 ), the cosine similarity [30] between them is computed as
where ε is default set as 1 × e −8 . If computed at dim 3 , the output of (3) holds the shape of (dim 1 ,dim 2 ). Then the averaged cosine similarity
where len = dim 1 × dim 2 . 2) Relative Euclidean Distance (RED). With w 1 and w 2 denoting two trained models, the relative Euclidean distance [31] is defined as
From (4) and (5), a larger ACS or a smaller RED indicates a greater similarity between two NNs.
Therefore, the discrepancies of models trained by CL, FL and Semi-FL are measured from the two aforementioned aspects and shown in Fig. 5 .
In Fig. 5(a) , numerical reductions are found over 4 layers by Semi-FL. Specifically, on convolutional layer 1, the FL(10%), FL(100%), Semi-FL(c1), Semi-FL(c2) and Semi-FL(c3) hold REDs of 0.7, 0.56, 0.54, 0.37 and 0.18, respectively, showing the downward trend. Similar phenomena also arise on the other rest layers. It illustrates that, compared with FL, the Semi-FL trained model has smaller divergence from CL. While in Fig. 5(b) , the Semi-FLs have larger ACSs over 4 layers. This also indicates greater similarity between CL trained model and Semi-FL trained models, when compared with FL.
In a word, comparing with FL, the Semi-FL trained model holds smaller divergence (i.e. a greater similarity) from CL trained model.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Federated learning is undoubtedly becoming an indispensable part of distributed machine learning benefiting from its advantage in privacy protecting. However, many topics, like practical applicability, communication expense and Non-IID processing, still need further research.
In this work, we firstly proposed the Semi-Federated Learning architecture which extends the federated learning. In Semi-FL, the edge clients are assigned into different clusters, with each client having the ability to communicate with its neighbors in the same cluster. After in-cluster training finishes, the central server aggregates the models generated by each cluster iteratively. The experimental results confirm the feasibility of our solution and demonstrate the potential of Semi-FL for solving the accuracy reduction caused by Non-IID data distribution. Furthermore, some in-depth concerns about Semi-FL are discussed as open problems.
Our future work will mainly consider the following aspects. Firstly, other machine learning models should be evaluated to strengthen the effectiveness of Semi-FL. Secondly, experiments should be extended for exploring the impact of the number of users within a cluster and the number of clusters in Semi-FL. Thirdly, we would consider the tradeoff between model accuracy and the whole communication overhead supposing the inter-client communication is as expensive as the client-server one. In addition, the privacy issues should also be carefully examined in our future work if the users within the same cluster were not necessarily trusted.
